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Some Characteristics of Children with

Central Auditory Processing (CAP) Problems

Definition. A child with a central auditory processing

(CAP) problem has normal hearing but has difficulty

in the reception and interpretation of auditory infor-

mation.  Symptoms. The symptoms of a CAP

problem are very similar to the symptoms of a

peripheral hearing loss (a hearing loss caused by a

problem in the ear itself.) The child with a CAP

problem has trouble making sense out of what he or

she is hearing. Although the sounds are loud enough,

the child has difficulty understanding the message,

therefore acting like someone with a hearing problem.

Following is a list of symptoms teachers and parents

have often observed in children with a CAP problem.

Does the child…

• have difficulty with reading and spelling?

• pay attention only when he or she wants to, or

have difficulty responding to part of the message?

• have difficulty staying on task and completing an

assignment or project?

• look around for visual cues from other children

before beginning an assignment?

• appear to tune out what is in the environment and

become lost in his or her own little world?

• have upper respiratory problems such as allergies,

sinus, colds, adenoid problems, or mouth breath-

ing?

• have a history of fluctuating hearing loss, ear

infections, earaches, feelings of pressure in the

ears, discharge from the ears, or a complaint of

noises in the ears?

• ever seem confused about where sounds are

coming from and have trouble locating them

quickly?

• have difficulty telling the difference between

words that sound similar, such as cone/comb?

• demonstrate unusual expressions or body postures

while listening (e.g., facial expressions, turning or

tilting of the head, turning the body)?

 • respond fairly well in quiet situations but have

great difficulty listening in noisy environments

such as with the TV or in a noisy crowd or

classroom?

• have difficulty remembering what is heard (e.g.,

names, stories, numbers, multiple directions)?

• have trouble saying certain sounds correctly or

have delayed language abilities or knowing the

meaning of words as well as other children of his

or her age group?

• pay attention to sounds within the environment? Is

there curiosity about sound and attempts to imitate

sounds?

• seem to be able to associate certain sounds

correctly with the source (e.g., siren with picture of

fire engine)?

• often confuse directions or words and think

something else was said?

 • seem to be able to learn children’s songs and TV

jingles easily?

• have difficulty remembering information in the

order it was said?

• respond to very simple instructions but not to more

complex instructions?

• tend to use the same words or phrases over and

over instead of responding appropriately to

changing verbal information?

• have difficulty associating letters of the alphabet

with their sounds?

• seem to be visually alert (e.g., watching the

speaker’s face very closely, watching what others

are doing)?

• show behaviors that are inappropriate (e.g.,

aggression, withdrawal, impulsiveness)?

• perform more poorly on tests requiring verbal

language understanding rather than a “hands on”

test situation?

• seem to be slow to respond to auditory informa-

tion, as if it takes longer to think through the

information?

• have difficulty working independently?

• seem to be easily distracted and appear to have a

short attention span?

• perform very inconsistently – sometimes very well

and other times very poorly on the same task?
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